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Tolkien seems to have made a conscious effort to avoid using specific 
Christian terminology in his work. I suspect this was partly because he 
disliked allegory and ‘being too obvious’, and partly out of the purist 
approach that the characters in his story, living as they did in the distant 
past before the birth of Christ, would obviously be unaware of  the concepts 
of Christianity. As such it would be anachronistic to use them in his books. 

Still, it’s clear that Eru ‘is’ God in the context of Middle-earth, and the 
Ainur fulfil much the same role as angels. Once I’d determined that, it 
seemed obvious to depict them in this story with the traditional wings and 
haloes! It also helps tell them apart from Elves, once they start to appear in 
the story.



A very useful reference page to come back to if you forget who any of the 
main characters are!
I would like to emphasise that Manwë is wearing a sky-blue robe that’s 
ruffled by the high winds atop Mount Taniquetil, not a blue nightgown! :)
I gave Varda a dress of midnight blue to reflect her role as Queen of the Stars, 
but a case could also be made for dressing her in white. But then she’d look 
like Nienna, except smiling. 

Note that at this stage of Creation, though, Varda hasn’t yet conceived the 
idea of stars. That came later.
Melkor is shown here in his Unfallen state, before he became the bad guy, 
though already showing signs of his latent evil (such as glowing red eyes...)
Estë is quoting Faith from ‘Buffy the Vampire Slayer’.



As the closest and most loyal of the Ainur to God, Manwë is singing the sort 
of songs angels are traditionally supposed to sing.
Yavanna, Vala of fertility and the earth, is singing a traditional folk song. We 
all know what ‘folk music’ is really about.
Vána can’t quite manage complicated things like learning words.
Ulmo sings sea shanties, of course.
Aulë is singinga traditional Dwarf ballad (with apologies to Terry Pratchett).

Námo is singing ‘Hand of Doom’ by Black Sabbath.
Irmo, master of dreams, is singing ‘Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds’ from the  
Beatles’ psychedelic phase.
Nienna is the original emo kid, so of course she’s singing ‘My Immortal’ by 
Evanescence.



Spoiler alert! Mairon was Sauron’s original name before he followed Melkor 
and turned to evil. In the Silmarillion he’s kind of a pathetic character (I 
mean, he’s defeated by an elf girl and her pet dog, come on!) so that’s how I’m 
depicting him here.

I do believe I’m following Tolkien’s canon reasonably closely here, even though 
there are no actual mentions of electric guitars in the Silmarillion.Must be 
an oversight.



Melkor is singing the Sid Vicious verson of ‘My Way’, not the Frank Sinatra 
version.

“God joining in personally with his own music” is a reference to the Third 
Theme (“The Ainur perceived that his countenance was stern; and he lifted 
up his right hand, and behold! a third theme grew amid the confusion, and 
it was unlike the others.”)



Ëa is Quenya for ‘Let it be’, and ‘Let It Be’ is another Beatles song.
The idea that God created the Valar with individuality and free will so 
they can “fill in the details” of Creation, using their own god-given gifts of 

creativity, as opposed to Eru doing everything himself, is actually quite a deep 
and sophisticated idea in Tolkien’s work. Even if you wouldn’t necessarily 
recognise it as such from these cartoons. :)



Once again, Aulë is singing a Dwarf song. It’s foreshadowing!
Mairon has a huge boy-crush on Melkor. Actually, I think Sauron-Morgoth 
slash is an entire sub-genre of Tolkien fandom.

Melkor falls to the Dark Side here: pride in his own talents led him to despise 
those of others; pride in his own skill led him to despise anything created 
by others. Eventually his pride turned to arrogance, then to hatred, then to 
nihilism.



Same joke as before: the stars were pretty much the last part of the physical 
universe to be created in the Silmarillion account, so here, while all the other 
Valar are hard at work Varda still hasn’t decided what to make.
Well, for Estë the Vala of Sleep, taking a nap counts as being ‘hard at work’.

Introducing Balrogs! I decided to split the difference on the age-old 
controversy over whether Balrogs have wings, by giving just one Balrog 
wings while the others are confused by them. Later on you’ll discover that the 
winged Balrog is Gothmog, their leader.



The concept of a ‘war’ between immortal spirits who can’t die is a little hard 
to grasp, but hopefully this makes sense of it. 
It is canon that Melkor tried to corrupt or debase everything the other Valar 
made, but often his efforts combined with theirs would make something 
unexpected and new that was actually a good thing.

The ‘Elf ’ and ‘Human’ shown in the inset picture are the chibis I’m going to 
be using for Beren and Lúthien. Also, I can’t bring myself to say ‘Men’ as the 
name for the entire human race the way Tolkien did; apologies to purists.
Apologies also to Australians for the implication here that Sauron designed 
the fauna, and possibly the climate, of your homeland.



The other Valar claim the credit for this victory, but Tulkas is an easy-going 
kind of chap and I’m sure he doesn’t mind sharing it.
In Tolkien’s original stories, the Valar not only got married, they even had 
children - Oromë was the son of Aulë and Yavanna, for instance. However, 
he abandoned that idea; and so the Valar here are a little hazy on the whole 
‘marriage’ business.
Mairon/Sauron was still too insignificant for the Valar to bother with him at 
this stage, so he was left alone down in Australia designing the platypus.

There’s actually a rather fun story in the Book of Lost Tales that the two 
Pillars were actually made by Melkor, who was pretending to have reformed 
and turned back to Good. He said he’d make them of imperishable crystal 
- but he actually made them of ice, so when Varda put the Lamps on top of 
them they melted and flooded the world. However, I decided not to follow 
that story, because it duplicates the theme of the much more important later 
account of Melkor’s faked repentance, and makes the Valar look like idiots 
if they fall for the same trick twice. It also makes Melkor look more like a 
Trickster God than a Satanic demiurge.



Yes, that’s Tom Bombadil singing, and the Valar are as confused by him as 
everybody else has been since. (Though I’ve got a theory that Tom is actually a 
human, born when the Sun first rose, and he’s not so much immortal as that 
he simply hasn’t died yet. He’s unFallen, because unlike all the other firstborn 
humans he didn’t worship Morgoth when the Dark Lord came to them from 

Outside. He bowed to no Master, and he still enjoys the gift Eru originally 
intended for humans, that they’d choose the time and place of their own 
death willingly.)
And yes, that’s an H G Wells quote at the bottom.



Tolkien was a devout Roman Catholic, so of course his fictional creations 
didn’t believe in divorce - even if they were immortal.

The writing over the gate of Utumno is, naturally, from Dante’s Inferno - 
“Abandon all hope, ye who enter here”, in the original Italian.



If Balrogs have whips, it stands to reason that they’d also have chains, surely?
The Valar panic - even Oromë, though he panics in a very understated 
British way. 

Varda is horrified because after it took her so long to finally think of 
something nice to make for the world, Melkor immediately breaks it.
Both Tulkas and Manwë are quoting from the film ‘Aliens’. (Well, in the film 
the line is ‘Marines, we are leaving!’, but close enough.)



First introduction here of a concept I’ll maintain throughout the series: 
instead of the normal pale cream background, the background is now very 
dark grey because the world has been plunged into darkness.
Tulkas is still channeling Hudson from ‘Aliens’. This is actually because he’s 
supposed to be the big tough guy of the Valar, the one who kicked Melkor’s 
ass - but for some reason, in the story as given in canon he wasn’t one of 
those who spoke in favour of an immediate counter-attack on Melkor. I 

explain this, to my own satisfaction, by deciding he (temporarily) lost it and 
panicked.
The same goes for Varda, noted as normally being Melkor’s fiercest opponent, 
but oddly passive at this point. So I decided she’s still in shock over the 
destruction of the lamps.
That leaves Yavanna and Ulmo as the hardline anti-Melkor faction.



The title is a South Park reference.
If Manwë is coming across as rather indecisive here, that’s deliberate, 
and canonical. Tolkien noted that every being with free will, even the 

greatest of the angels, can fall into sin and error. Manwë’s sin was failing 
to oppose Melkor more actively because he was unreasonably afraid of the 
consequences, and as such lacked faith in God and divine providence.



Meanwhile, we see what Melkor has been up to.
As noted earlier, Gothmog is the head Balrog, and here I make him Melkor’s 
chief advisor as well. Mairon is the irritating understudy that Melkor isn’t 
really sure why he puts up with him, except that he’s sometimes useful.

Melkor’s Iron Throne long predates the one in King’s Landing.
Melkor being a dog person is in fact canon, strange as it may seem.
Spot the Vamp!Willow from ‘Buffy the Vampire Slayer’ quote!



The fact that Melkor built Angband to be an outlying defence against a 
Valar invasion, and put Sauron in charge of it, is canon. His motive as 
shown here is my own interpretation...

For some reason I’m tempted to do a polandball version of this cartoon and 
change Melkor’s line at the end to “Gothmog yuo are of genius”.



Until I re-read the books while creating these cartoons I hadn’t really 
appreciated the significance of the role Yavanna plays in everything. She’s the 
leading voice calling for war against Melkor, she’s the one who keeps Middle-
earth alive during the Great Darkness, and she’s the even the one who creates 
the Two Trees.

Well, with the help of Nienna’s crying.
The two people in swimsuits at the end are Irmo and Vána.



There are some very vivid descriptions of the Valar’s houses in Valinor given 
in the ‘Book of Lost Tales’, but I’m not sure how well they mesh with the more 
recent canon. 
Námo lived in an underground cavern with black walls and pillars of jet, lit 
by a basin in the centre of the room with a few drops of Telperion’s dew. 

Nienna lived in an even deeper cavern with walls of raw basalt and a roof 
covered in bats, lit only by a single glowing coal in a brazier.
Ulmo didn’t have a house in Valinor, but slept in Manwë and Varda’s spare 
room when he visited.



New chapter! ‘Of Aulë and Yavanna’.
Those are Dwarves, even if they look more like garden gnomes.
The background is back to being cream-coloured because we’re now in 
Valinor, lit by the radiance of the Two Trees.

Also introducing Curumo, Aulë’s assistant, who will eventually become 
Saruman. Considering that Sauron was also originally Aulë’s assistant, he 
doesnt’t really seem to have a very good success rate at picking helpers.



As any child will tell you,when you electrify someone you can see their 
skeleton shining through their flesh.
Aulë’s motives for designing the Dwarves as he did are all from canon except 
the last one. Tolkien never does explain why he made them short.

“What the Utumno” is of course Middle-earth for “What the Hell”.



The Dwarves are all soulless until the final panel, which is why two of them 
are talking like Daleks, one like Spike from ‘Buffy’, and three like zombies. 
The first one, Durin, is actually more self-aware to show he’s special.

The final Dwarf still lusts for gold even after getting his soul, because, well, 
he’s a Dwarf.
God is being kind of a dick here, but it’s canon!



The title, Genesis 22, refers to the Biblical story of God ordering Abraham to 
make a human sacrifice of his eldest son, as a test of Abraham’s loyalty.
The map of Arda shown here is actually based on Tolkien’s own, and the 

arrows showing where the Dwarves are to be hidden are canonical - two in 
the Blue Mountains, one (Durin) in the Misty Mountains, and four far to 
the East.



It’s canon that Aulë made seven male Dwarves. The females just seem to 
appear from nowhere later on in the story (Much like Adam and Eve had 
two sons, and one of those sons then went away and got married. To whom?) 
Hence, this is a fill-in-the-blank chapter.
As noted earlier, the Valar originally had marriages and children, but 
Tolkien removed that aspect of their characters from his story. Hence why I 

show Aulë as being so clueless. Yavanna is more knowledgeable because she’s 
the Vala with special responsibility for plants and animals, including both 
birds and bees.
This is also my own explanation for why, canonically, female Dwarves are 
almost identical to males, right down to having beards. Aulë was in a rush.



Really Yavanna should have known, but obviously it didn’t sink in. Notice that the thing that most bothers her is the fate of the poor defenceless 
trees. I’m sure Tolkien personally would agree.



Yavanna stumbles over the word ‘Dwarves’ because she’s keeping her 
husband’s secret.



For the most part I use the same chibi for each character every time - because 
I think that adds to the charm of the cartoons, not because I’m lazy. No, no, 
perish the thought. But I occasionally make exceptions and I love Yavanna’s 

bloodthirsty expression in the final panel. No wonder Manwë is backing 
away hastily.



Naturally, God is the first being in Creation to have a smartphone.
You’ll also note that his telephone number is 000 0001, since he was 
obviously the first subscriber.
I’m unreasonably amused by the line “Thou hast caller ID on Thy mobile”.

Maybe I should explain to Americans that ‘mobile’ is British English for 
‘cellphone’?
It is indeed tragic that the fate of the Entwives is an ‘automatic obsolescence 
clause’.



The ‘I like to hear you say things out loud’ line is God channelling River Tam 
from ‘Serenity’.
This cartoon is of course my contribution to the great ‘Why didn’t they just 
get an eagle to fly the Ring to Mordor?” debate.

‘Deus ex machina’ - literally ‘God from the machine’ - so ‘Machina ex deo’ is 
‘Machine from God’.



Since I made Varda rather ineffectual back in the ‘Pillars fall, everyone dies’ 
chapters, I wanted this part of the story to show her redemption and return 
to effectiveness as Queen of Heaven.



So what is Varda’s cunning plan? Everybody who’s already read the 
Silmarillion will doubtless already know, but I keep everyone else in suspense 
for a while!

The idea that the light of the Trees is tangible enough to be collected in big 
vats is perhaps a little strange, but canonical.



The two vats here are based on the descriptions in the Book of Lost Tales. 
So is the idea that the stars are mostly silver-coloured because Irmo and 
Estë were generous with the light from their vat, but Vána was stingy with 
the light from hers. (Though eventually all that golden light would go into 

making the Sun instead.)
Melian and Olórin (Gandalf-to-be) make their first appearances here. Note 
that to show their subordinate status Maiar only have little wings instead of 
the Valar’s large ones.



7 x 1022 is a 7 followed by 22 zeroes, and is one estimate for how many stars 
there are in the entire known universe. 

I hope Aulë isn’t lying when he says he has ‘plenty’ of silver ingots.



The Annals of Aman say it took Varda 50 Valian years to make the stars. 
Tolkien changed his mind several times as to how long a Valian year was in 
our years - 50 of them is either 500 of our years, 479 of our years, or 7200 
of our years.
Still quite a while for Manwë to not know what his wife was doing, but the 
Valar obviously have a different concept of time.

Varda would have to make 4.4 trillion stars per second to finish that quickly. 
Mind you, she might have cheated and only personally made those stars 
which are visible from Earth with the naked eye - about 6,000 of them.
It is actually canon that Varda used “her wings of speed” to fly up to heaven 
to put the stars in place.



The constellations Varda is designing here are:
Telumehtar (‘the Hunter’), which we call Orion.
Soronumë, which we call Aquila ‘the Eagle’.
Wilwarin (‘the Butterfly’), which we call Cassiopeia.
Crux, the Southern Cross, in honour of New Zealand’s place in modern-day 
Tolkien fandom.
Valacirya (the Sickle of the Valar), which we call Ursa Major.

The quote about ‘light and high beauty forever beyond [its] reach’ is from 
‘Lord of the Rings’; it’s what Sam thinks when he sees one of Varda’s stars 
twinkling through the shadows of Mordor.



The creation of the Elves is ‘a miracle’ because it was done by direct divine 
intervention from God, not by the Valar acting on God’s behalf.
Slight artistic licence here, since canonically Varda and the other Valar didn’t 
know the Elves had been created until Oromë discovered them.
Hint: you can tell which character is an Elf and which a Vala by the presence 
or absence of wings.

These next few chapters are based on ‘Cuivienyarna’ , the Legend of the 
Awakening of the Quendi, which Tolkien wrote in about 1960 as a ‘fairytale 
told by the Elves to their children’.
The order of waking up (the blond man first, the three women last) is 
significant to the story.



‘Number One’ sounds unfortunately like a Star Trek character name, hence 
me using the Elvish version of his name exclusively.
Sidenote: in Quenya, the word ‘Quenya’ means ‘Elvish’, so calling the 
language ‘Elvish’ is quite correct. :)

Yes, the specific constellation the Elves see first is another New Zealand 
reference.
The three Elf women are already showing their personalities (which I admit I 
invented myself; in the original story they’re ciphers).



As I mention in a later cartoon, the three Elf women’s names are the same as 
their husbands’ names - ‘One’, ‘Two’ and ‘Three’, but with a feminine ending 
added. So ‘Onette’, ‘Twoette’ and ‘Three-ette’, pretty much. 
These six are the forebears of the three Elven kindreds, so I’m showing them 

in character already - the Vanyar like stars and pretty things and naturally 
assume they’re in charge; the Noldor want to give words to things, find out 
how the universe works and create things; the Teleri are rebels who want to 
explore the world.



“I’m their leader, so I must follow them” is an old joke. The idea that the oldest male is naturally the one in charge is pretty much the 
definition of patriarchy. Enelyë isn’t impressed. You can probably tell I had 
way too much fun writing her dialogue.



Please don’t ask where they got the t-shirts from. Tatië’s skill is definitely pattern recognition. (She’s female Elf #2).



The idea of drawing important characters at a larger scale than the 
’background’ characters is at least 5000 years old, dating back to Ancient 
Egypt.

I’m not sure who invented the concept of ‘breaking the fourth wall’, but 
Enelyë has it down to a fine art.



Remember, Tolkien wrote this to be a story the Elves tell their own children. 
I’m pretty sure that part of it was to teach them mathematics.
If the three male Elves each claimed leadership of one of the groups based on 

the seniority of their waking up, then the oldest female Elf was indeed the 
fourth to awaken. However, Tolkien took it for granted that the women were 
adjuncts of their husbands, not potential leaders in their own right - Enelyë’s 
questioning of this is entirely my own addition.



At this stage in writing I had quite a lot to say about the story. You can 
probably tell.
I did wonder at first whether to post this separately, not as an actual chapter 
of the story, but decided to leave it in.

Enelyë’s final question is one that puzzled me too: how can immortal Elves 
have ‘legends’ and ‘fairy stories’ about their origins, when presumably the 
actual first Elves ever to be created are still alive and kicking and able to give 
an unbiased, factual first-hand account of what happened?
I did eventually come up with an answer, as you’ll see in later chapters.



If Elven patriarchal society doesn’t let women be leaders (at least until 
Galadriel comes along) at least Enel knows enough to share leadership with 
his wife.



This chapter serves an important purpose - it shows schematically the original 
size of the three Elven kindreds!
Tatië’s calculation of Elven population growth was actually the product of me 
sitting down with Tolkien’s ‘Laws and Customs of the Eldar’ essay on Elven 
reproduction, and an Excel spreadsheet. I wanted to see if it was feasible to 
go from a population of 144 to the “three great hosts” of Elves mentioned 

later in the Silmarillion. Conclusion; if you accept a few thousand Elves as a 
‘great host’, then yes.
It is canon that the Noldor named the Vanyar, the Vanyar named the 
Noldor, and the Lindar picked their own name while the other Elves called 
them ‘Teleri’ instead. However, strictly speaking the name ‘Teleri’ wasn’t 
given until rather later.



While the song the Elves are singing here, ‘Tra-la-la-la-lally, here down in 
the valley!” may sound silly, it is in fact an authentic, canonical Elven song! 
(From ‘The Hobbit’.)
This is the first time I’ve mentioned Mairon’s new name in the text. It’s 
unfortunate for him that the word ‘terrible’ has been devalued somewhat 
from its original meaning of ‘inspiring terror’.

The rocket on his back was from a reader suggestion that Mairon would 
try to find a way to destroy the stars that Varda placed out of reach of the 
Shadow, in order to please Melkor.



Gothmog knows that the primary duty of a Chief Minion is to stop his evil 
master making mistakes, while still making it look like the master is the one 
taking the decisions.

Sauron may have changed his name, but everyone else still calls him Mairon. 
He gets no respect.



And here’s my solution as to why the first six Elves aren’t still around to give 
the authentic version of the creation story: they got captured by the Forces of 
Evil. 
Except Enelyë, because I couldn’t bear to kill her off too and also because I 
couldn’t resist the pun in the last line.
For those who don’t know, ‘final girl’  is the fandom term for the female sole 
survivor of a horror film, who manages to escape the monster after all her 
friends have been killed one by one. It happens that way often enough to be a 

recognised trope. And Enelyë actually was the final girl, speaking literally, of 
the original group to awaken.
The planned activities of the Elves before they set out are also horror movie 
clichés, of course. Enelyë is genre-aware enough to be worried, but not 
enough to change their fate.
The book doesn’t actually refer to “Melkor’s Nameless Servant”, it just doesn’t 
give his servant a name. :)



Like Melkor in the story, Tolkien struggled for years with the problem of 
how to reconcile the problem of Orcs being inherently evil, when if they were 
created from Elves they should have had souls and free will and the capacity 
for redemption. He came up with many different ideas, but never seemed to 

be entirely happy with any of them.
The concept that Melkor got bored of trying to make Orcs, because it was 
a long and tedious and complex job when he just preferred to smash and 
corrupt things, is entirely canonical (and amused me greatly when I read it).



As mentioned in the last chapter, Melkor gave Sauron the job of creating 
Orcs after he got fed up with it. As I suggest here, this might explain why the 
Orcs were just as loyal to Sauron himself as they were to Melkor, even after 
Melkor’s fall.
The concept here of how to override the Orcs’ souls and free will is one of the 
many Tolkien thought of, but it’s the one I prefer myself, and so chose to use. 
The tiny drop of Pure Evil within them overrides their free will, trapping 
them into an endless cycle of evil. Not mentioned here is the fact that by 
expending so much of his essence in creating his untold legions of evil, Melkor 

was actually weakening his own inherent power by spreading it out so 
diffusely. That flaw in his plan won’t become apparent for many chapters to 
come, however.
Modern adaptations often give Orcs black skin, or green skin - the latter 
presumably in the interests of avoiding racist implications - but Tolkien 
himself described them once as having ‘sallow’ skin, slant eyes and fangs. I 
tried to follow that description myself while making them obviously inhuman 
rather than a caricature of real people.



Aulë’s comment refers to one of the unanswered puzzles of the books. Námo 
is the Vala who gathers the souls of the dead into his halls of Mandos. Since 
Melkor has been capturing and torturing Elves, it seems likely that at least 
some of them will have died – so presumably their souls have been showing 
up in Mandos? Yet apparently the Valar are unaware that the Elves exist.

There are only a few options: perhaps the Elven souls are currently wandering 
the world as ghosts, and it is only afterwards that Námo specifically summons 
them to Mandos. Or maybe he knows, but hasn’t told any of the other Valar 
because he’s just that secretive. Or possibly he’s seen the souls arriving but 
hasn’t worked out yet what they are?



Introducing a lot of new Elven characters! From left to right:
Ingwë, Finwë, Elwë, Olwë, (Enelyë you already know), Indis, Míriel.
The idea that Ingwë, Finwë, Elwë and Olwë were the children of the original 
six Elves is my own, but it seemed the best way to reconcile the story of 
Cuivienyarna with the published account in the Silmarillion. Likewise, Elwë 
and Olwë are canonically brothers but it was me who made them twins.

Ingwë is channelling Inigo Montoya here because, if you recall, his father 
Imin was kidnapped, presumed killed, by a ‘Dark Rider’ back in Part 48 - 
and Ingwë is assuming Oromë is the killer.
It’s possible Míriel didn’t marry Finwë until later, but I wanted to introduce 
more characters than just the four men straight off. Plus it’s funny playing off 
Indis’s crush on Finwë.



Enelyë’s objection to Oromë giving the Elves a new name is a call-back to 
Part 38, but also foreshadows the fact that canonically, the Avari refused to 
accept the name ‘Eldar’ and continued to call themselves Quendi.
Oromë’s words “Tulielto! Tulielto! I-Eldar tulier!” is perhaps the oldest 
surviving sentence in his Elvish languages that Tolkien ever wrote, which 

is why I use it here. In the final published version of Quenya it would 
be slightly different, with a u- added to the front of the verbs: “Utúlieltë! 
Utúlieltë! Eldar utúlier!” Then again, Tolkien also decided that the original 
language spoken by the Elves of Cuiviénen would evolve and change before 
settling down into the ‘classic’ Quenya spoken in Valinor which he used in his 
books.



As mentioned before, Manwë’s reluctance to challenge Melkor is his big flaw.



‘Deus vult’ is Latin for ‘God wills it’, and was the battle-cry of the First 
Crusade. Unlike Pope Urban II, Manwë has the power to converse with  
God directly and double-check it actu ally is his will.



In the original version of the story where the Valar had physical children, 
Eonwë was the son of Manwë and Varda. Instead he became his herald.

Manwë’s blue chariot with three horses is from the ’Book of Lost Tales’, as is 
Tulkas arming himself with a single steel gauntlet on his right hand instead 
of a sword.



It’s not specifically mentioned in canon that Gothmog was visiting Angband 
when the Valar attacked, but it is mentioned that many Balrogs hid in the 

cellars as the Valar army passed by, and that Sauron was nowhere to be 
found after the battle. Utumno, on the other hand, will be destroyed.



Another character from ‘Lord of the Rings’ makes an appearance! (After Tom 
Bombadil, Sauron, Gandalf and Saruman.)
Canon just says that the Valar ‘set a guard’ over the Elves, not who the guard 
was. But making it be the Ents seemed like a good idea; they’re good at long, 
patient watching.

Treebeard’s real Entish name is also not given in canon, so I had to make 
something up that sounded plausible.



The idea that new life started growing in Beleriand even during the 
Darkness because of the presence of the Valar comes from the ‘Grey Annals’. 

Remember that with no light from the Great Lamps (and no Sun yet either) 
plants can’t grow. Any trees you see were put in stasis by Yavanna.



Melian’s nightingales were the first birds in Middle-earth East of the Sea. 
They#’re appropriate because they singe in th enight-0time, and of course the 
world is still dark except in Valinor.
The scene of Sauron and Gothmog hiding in the cellars under the ruins of 

Angband is one I eanted to include earlier, but didn’t get chance. It explains 
how they survived the downfall of Melkor.
Usually in cartoons it would be a single bare lightbulb illuminating the 
cellar. Here, it’s an oil lamp.



Artistic licence: you have to assume there really are millons of Orcs stretching 
as far as the eye can see, not the 52 I actually included here.
In the ’Silmarillion’ Morgoth’s shield is described as ‘sable unblazoned’ (solid 
black) so I assume his flag is too.

Tulkas is semi-quoting Gunn from the ‘Angel’ episode ‘Not Fade Away’.
Tolkien wavered between stating that Melkor had legions of Balrogs, and 
that there were only seven of them. Hence, I show seven here - but Gothmog 
isn’t with them...



The big fight scene! Several examples of fan-service here (Vána’s flower, Huan, 
and Tilion/Arien were all requested by readers).

Olórin and Curumo (Gandalf and Saruman) are possibly foreshadowing 
Gimli and Legolas at Helm’s Deep, except Olórin doesn’t think killing is a 
game.



Arien gets her own cartoon, to establish her as a badass.
Yes, there’s deliberate irony in Olórin being warned that he’s no match for a 
Balrog in a fight. Will he remember that Curumo ran out and abaondoned 
him?
It’s canon that the Balrogs were originally Maiar of Fire before they Fell and 
became servants of Melkor. Arien, on the other hand, was a Maia of Fire 
who didn’t Fall, and remained loyal. So obviously, they’d know each other 
from the old days.

I’d already designed the Balrog chibi, so when creating Arien I tried to keep 
an obvious resemblance, but make her a spirit of righteous cleansing fire 
rather than destructive fire.
She’s definitely channelling Buffy here.
Three different meanings of ‘good’ - healthy, not evil, skilled in combat.



One cartoon to sum up the remaining 90 years of the war, and remind you 
about the Elves still waiting at Cuivénen.

I like the effect of the flashes of light behind the mountains. (A soft brush 
with white colour, on a layer behind the mountain silhouette.)



For those who don’t read ancient Aramaic, what Varda says is “avada 
kevadra’. The fact that the flash of light that destroys Utumno is green is a 
homage to J K Rowling.

There are two examples in Tolkien’s work of a female Elf of royal blood 
destroying a fortress of the Enemy with the power of her voice alone – 
Lúthien at Tol Sirion and Galadriel at Doil Guldur. Hence my fanon here 
that it’s an inherent part of the magic of being a Queen (or in Lúthien’s case, 
princess) in Middle-earth.



Aulë and Yavanna have come a long way since Part 24, clearly. Remember that the dungeons of Utumno are where Melkor (and Sauron) 
tortured and mutilated Elves to make Orcs.



Melkor was tried in the Mahanaxar, the Circle of Doom - but that was 
located right next to the Two Trees, hence why Melkor is standing in front of 
them. It’s canon that he was led there blindfolded.

Melkor was sentenced to be imprisoned in Mandos for “three Ages”, but in 
HoME it’s explained that an Age was 100 Valian years. 



There are various interpretations of what th eMahanaxar looks like, but I’ve 
always envisioned it as very primeval in nature. An open-air amphitheatre 
covered in grass, with concentric earthen banks rising up around the central 
open space where those coming for judgement stand before the Thrones of the 
Valar.

Vairë’s comment that some things can only be made once, even by the Valar, 
is foreshadowing. Remember that line when Melkor meets Ungoliant.
Námo’s final line is taken straight from canon. Does he mean ‘doomed’ in the 
old sense of ‘fated’ or ‘decreed by law’, or the modern sense of ‘going to end in 
disaster’? It works both ways...



Poor Oromë. Like most of the other Valar (except Ulmo) he expected the 
Elves to be all happy and grateful to be invited to Valinor, and didn’t 
anticipate that they’d be suspicious and wary;

The date on the invitation - YT (Year of the Trees) 1102 - should actually be 
1101. Oops. That’s when Oromë was sent on his mission; he arrived the year 
after.



In canon, Oromë chose the three ambassadors rather than asking for 
volunteers, but that didn’t fit the story as I’m showing it here: too high-

handed. Then again, there‘s no reason he couldn’t have ‘chosen’ the 
ambassadors after first asking the Elves who wanted to go...



Ingwë is first to volunteer, then Finwë, and finally Elwë. This order will be 
maintained throughout.

Míriel teasing the mother of Elwë and Olwë about giving birth is dramatic 
irony, of course.



In canon, the Valar fell in love with the Elves as soon as they saw them, but 
I concede that Tolkien implied it was a more parental or sacred platonic love 
rather than the fangirlish squee Vána and Nessa are reacting with here...
Naturally Finwë of the Noldor is most interested in Aulë’s workshop, while 
Ingwë is awestruck by the Two Trees.

Remember in Part 18, Yavanna made the Trees grow from earth watered by 
Nienna’s tears. and in Part 53 Oromë promised to introduce the Elves to the 
person who made the stars.
‘Queen of the Stars’ is ‘Elbereth’ in Sindarin, ‘Elentári’ in Quenya. If anyone 
reading this actually didn’t know: yes, Varda in these cartoons is the Elbereth 
whom many of the characters in ‘Lord of the Rings’ pray to or invoke.



Since it apparently wasn’t very clear; Ingwë is staring transfixed  at th 
eTwo Trees - bathed in their light - and is oblivious to everything around 
him until finwë jabs him with an elbow. The three superimposed chibis of 
him are meant to be a cartoon equivalent of the film technique of holding 
the camera for an extended beat on a motionless character for comedy effect.

Ingwë’s lines here about a ‘desire for light’ is verbatim the only dialogue 
Tolkien ever actually wrote for him.
It’s canon that Yavanna invented lembas (waybread) and gave it to the Elves 
for their journey to Valinor.



When planning these cartoons, I could think of two likely reasons why the 
original six Elves who woke at Cuiviénen were not the same Elves who later 
led their people to Valinor. First possibility: they were among those captured 
by Melkor and turned into Orcs. Second possibility: they were all among 

those who decuided to become Avari and refused to leave home. In the end, I 
went with both answers.
Note that the Avari, being more traditionalist, are still wearinng the original 
t-shirts they got at the Awakening. The Eldar have changed their wardrobe.



Tolkien gave numbers for what proportion of each kindred chose to accept the 
invitation to go to Valinor, but sadly he never illustrated it with a pie chart. 
Note that more of the Noldor chose to stay behind, as a proportion of their 
total numbers, than either of the other two kindreds - though since the 
Lindar were by far the largest group, they still slightly outnumbered the 
Noldor among the Avari.
‘Eldar’ (‘People of the Stars’) was the name Oromë gave to all the Elves when 
he first saw them. However, during the Great Debate the Avari rejected 
the term and chose to continue using the original name the Elves gave to 

themselves, ‘Quendi’ (‘Those who speak’). In reaction, those Elves who did 
accept the Valar’s invitation embraced the name Eldar as a political gesture.
Tolkien makes it clear that ‘Moriquendi’ (‘Dark Elves’) was intended by 
the Eldar to be an ethnic slur, although ‘dark’ here means ‘preferring to live 
in darkness’ rather than being a reference to skin or hair colour. Later on, 
the more politically correct Elves would replace ‘Moriquendi’ with the more 
acceptable term ‘Umanyar’ (’not of Aman’).



For those missing the reference, lembas is the Elvish waybread Galadriel gave 
to the Fellowship in ‘Lord of the Rings’. This is how the Elves first learned 
about it.
Elven custom was that the Queen or Lady of each Elven-kingdom was in 
charge of lembas production and distribution, which was a great honour. 
Technically, that means the highest ranking woman of the Vanyar and 

Lindar would also have a supply of this special grain, not just Míriel of the 
Noldor as shown here. Howver, Elwë is single (and Enelyë isn’t going on the 
Journey) while Ingwë’s marital status is never mentioned in canon, though 
it’s a fair assumption he did get married at some point.
If Ingwë is indeed currently single, it’s possible Indis, as his closest female kin, 
gets custody of the Vanyar’s lembas. Míriel would hate that.



And they’re off! The three Elves in the bottom right are Lenwë (in tartan), Mahtan (with a 
beard and red hair) and Círdan (also with a beard, and carrying a sextant).



In the original, this was an animated GIF with a line working its way across 
Middle-earth from Cuiviénen to the Misty Mountains. You’ll just have to 
imagine that for the PDF version, I’m afraid.

The background map is taken from Karen Wynn Fonstad’s ‘Atlas of Middle-
earth’.



The background map is from ‘The Hobbit’. The puns, unfortunately, are all 
my own. (Though obvious.)
First appearance of a live Dwarf! That’s Durin, exploring the future site 
of Khazad-dûm, and possibly wondering how to found a kingdom when 
(unlike the other six Dwarf Fathers) Aulë omitted to provide him with a 
female counterpart...

From what I can gather, Tolkien invented the Misty Mountains, River 
Anduin and Mirkwood for ‘The Hobbit’, then retconned them into the 
‘Silmarillion’ later.



Indis’s comment about stone giants is dedicated to all the Peter Jackson haters 
out there. (They’re canon! They were in ‘The Hobbit’!)



This episode’s title is a Xenophon reference. We’re cultured here! Indis making a ‘yo mama’ comment was an attempt to make her not quite as 
pathetic and wet as she’s been so far. She will, after all, be the mother of great 
Elf heroes...



Elwë is wearing his new grey cloak, so I can call him Thingol (‘Greycloak’) 
later on.
Círdan’s fascination with the Sea will stay with him for a long, long time.

That’s a nightingale singing in the trees. For the answer to Míriel’s question 
see Part 59.



Elwë vanishes into the woods, not to be seen again for many, many episodes 
of this cartoon series.
The concept of ‘yesterday’ is perhaps a strange one considering the Sun hasn’t 
been invented yet and it’s perpetually night. Still, presumably the Elves sleep 
at regular intervals; and the stars will move around the sky.

If the text on the poster is too small to read, it says:
MISSING: Have you seen this Elf?
Answers to the name Elwë - Age 507
Distinguishing features: Very tall - Grey cloak - Light of Aman in his eyes.
Please give any information you can to Olwë of the Teleri.



The Valar aren’t very good at forward planning, all things considered.



Note the deep blue background! We’re underwater here, in Ulmo’s palace.
I actually designed the Ossë chibi first, and only then decided that looking as 
he did, he had to speak like a pirate.

Although I don’t actually mention it here, canonically Ossë and Uinen are 
married to each other.



It’s a perfectly sensible plan! Any similarities between Ossë and Baldrick from 
‘Blackadder’ are entirely coincidental!
The text on the map says ‘Ulmo’s patent waterproof map of the relevant 
parts of the world.’ In other words, ‘Belegaer’ (the ‘Great Sea’) with a stray 
bit of land around the edges.

‘Release the kraken’ is an Internet cliché from the film ‘The Clash of the 
Titans’. 
The whales pushing the floating island along is from the ‘Book of Lost Tales’, 
that wonderful source of crazy ideas that didn’t make it into the much more 
sensible later versions of the ‘Silmarillion’.



Yes, Ulmo playing a tune on his horn to make the Elves love the Sea is canon. 
Unfortunately.



The kraken is sensible enough to dive out of the way before the island collides 
with the shore. 



I always thought it was pretty mean of Ulmo not to wait for the Teleri.
Ingwë, as always, is not interested in any delay in getting back to Valinor.
The back part of the island breaking off is canon. You can see the stump on 
Tolkien’s map in the ‘Silmarillion’, in the Bay of Balar.

Finwë and Míriel are pre-enacting Jack and Rose’s scene from ‘Titanic’ 
because they’re young (by Elven standards), happy and in love. And not 
because one of them is going to die tragically any time now.  



The forms are Námo’s idea.
They’re based on United States visa waiver and customs forms.
On the visa form:
Question B, the obscured text says ‘Being’ and ‘Despair’.
The keen observer may notice a Monty Python reference in question E.

On the customs form: 
Question 3 is a reference to Théoden’s door-guards confiscating their visitors’ 
sword, axe and bow, but letting Gandalf bring his staff into Edoras. The 
Valar are more careful!



As an appendix to Volume One, here’s an identification guide to most of the 
Elven characters introduced in the story so far.



Thanks for reading!

Please come back next 
year for Volume Two!

I hope I get a better part 
in the next volume.


